
LEGAL STRUCTURE
They have chosen not to incorporate because they don’t want to act as a

charity or traditional nonprofit— they want to group to remain community-

driven. Because they’re choosing to handle as little money as possible, it

hasn’t been a problem that they can’t apply for large grants, and they’ve

referred individuals looking to make large tax-deductible donations to other

organizations in the area that are equipped to take donations.

They have roughly 1000 people in

the facebook group, though they

likely serve more through their

mask and food distribution

programs.

MAPLEGOOD

MUTUAL AID

WHO STARTED 

THE GROUP?

HOW MANY 

DO THEY SERVE?

Founded by members of a

neighborhood Facebook group for

moms, and consists of residents of

Maplewood and Richmond Heights.



WHAT TYPE OF AID?

MAPLEGOOD MUTUAL AID

MapleGOOD began as a grocery distribution group, connecting at-risk

individuals with volunteers who could deliver groceries for them. They

now also coordinate:

- Mini-food pantries— cabinets of food set up at bus shelters and parks—

where neighbors can take what food they need and leave what they don’t

- Redistribution of excess food from school district lunch programs to

food insecure neighbors

- An elderly buddy program where neighbors regularly 

check in on elderly community members

- Support for health care workers

- A mask tree program, where they hang ~75 masks per day near bus

stops to increase accessibility of masks. 

- Forming partnerships with mutual aid pods in other areas of St. Louis to

support them in starting their own mask tree programs

- They have also received about $6k in unsolicited donations, which has

been spent on buying groceries and medicine for neighbors as well as

stocking the mini food pantries.



MapleGOOD is governed by an advisory committee of women including a

city council member, a school district board member, a social worker, and

several other community members. Neighbors are invited to propose

projects and volunteer to lead projects. The projects that the group

ultimately engages in depends in large part on what the community

members are willing to lead.

MapleGOOD is also a semi-autonomous neighborhood pod of STL Mutual

Aid— they are much larger and more independent than STL’s traditional

pods, but members of MapleGOOD’s advisory committee attend the

weekly pod leader discussions and are working on supporting other pods

in the St. Louis community.

MAPLEGOOD MUTUAL AID

GOVERNANCE

HOW ARE THEY EVOLVING?

LESSONS LEARNED

It’s very possible to have a well built-out mutual aid network

without the group having to facilitate any money transferred at all-

- mutual aid comes in SO many forms!

They didn’t originally start as a mutual aid group-- originally they were set up to be a

volunteer grocery delivery service-- but as they’ve developed they’ve incorporated

mutual aid and solidarity as central tenets to their programs and operations. And as

they’ve developed, their services have expanded to a vast array of different projects to

meet the different forms of community need.

Written by Molly Keller, Sustainable Economies Law Center intern.
This information is pulled from an interview conducted with MapleGood Mutual Aid July 2020.

Learn more at www.maplegood.org 


